NEWS RELEASE

Tornado Spectral Systems Secures Additional Early Stage Financing
Bringing Total Investment to $10.6 Million

July 8, 2015. Toronto, Canada – Tornado Spectral Systems Inc., an emerging tech company developing radically superior tools for measuring the chemical composition and structure of materials in real-time for a variety of demanding industrial processes, announced additional financing bringing total to-date investment of $10.6 million. Tornado will use the new investment to continue the productization and promotion of its recently announced HyperFlux P.R.O. Plus Raman analyzer.

Tornado's flagship product, the HyperFlux P.R.O. Plus, dramatically advances the ability to monitor key process parameters in areas such as pharmaceutical, fine chemical and petrochemical production. Benefits to the user include reduced material waste and reduced costs in QA/QC.

Tornado Spectral Systems is backed by BeauVest Canada and Roadmap Capital.

###

**About Tornado Spectral Systems:**

Founded in 2013, Tornado Spectral Systems is developing real-time optical process analyzers and imaging solutions using a portfolio of patents that includes Tornado's foundational and revolutionary High Throughput Virtual Slit (HTVS). The HTVS technology allows the best Raman analysis currently achievable anywhere. TSS’ new class of instruments - the HyperFlux PRO Plus series - can acquire chemical signatures of interrogated samples with the speed and accuracy required to perform many quality and safety measurements directly on the production line. To learn more about Tornado, please visit [http://tornado-spectral.com](http://tornado-spectral.com)
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